OR some time the Department of Agronomy of Ohio State University has desired a collection of soil profiles for class room and demonstration use. It seemed essential that such a collection be monoliths of the normal profile which could be easily handled and demonstrated and that they show: the various horizons in their natural relation to one another, the color and mottling as nearly as possible like that seen in the field, and the true structure of the different layers.
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With these criteria in mind, profile monoliths covering the chief Ohio soil types were collected in the summer of 1938 and mounted for exhibition at the University. This collection of profiles has created such a favorable impression upon students and others that the procedure for taking and mounting them is thought worth presenting.
PROCEDURE
The site for taking each sample was selected -in an undisturbed area, preferably ungrazed woodland. Where such was not available, a pastured woods or unbroken sod served as a source for the sample.
After the site had been selected by means of auger borings, a straight-sided pit about 2j4 feet wide by 3 feet long by 26 inches deep was dug. Then a box made of i8-gauge galvanized sheet steel 24 inches long, 2j4 inches deep, and 4 inches wide, open at the ends, was placed against the side of the pit where the profile was most satisfactorily exposed, with the upper end of the box just flush with the ground surface. A longer profile would have been preferable, but the length of the mount was limited by the display space available.
The box was then forced into the side of the pit with a screw jack (a light hydraulic jack will do nearly as well). Two-by 6-inch oak planks were placed against the back of the metal box and against the opposite side of the pit beneath the base of the jack.
After the box had been pressed flush with the wall of the pit, a small lid was pushed down over the open end to protect the ground surface from foreign material, and the side of the pit was carefully dug away along the length of the box. The cuts were started about 3 inches from each side of the box, and were made with a spade and a spud-bar. The two cuts were brought together back of the box, the jack was cautiously removed, a shovel was pushed under the buried end of the box, and the box and column of soil were loosened and tipped back into the open pit.
inside and one outside, to indicate the type of so location of the sample. Before the pit was filled, loose samples of ea were collected in heavy paper bags for laboratory loose sample at the thirty-inch level was obtained w hole digger. The whole job of collecting, including and filling the pit, required two men from 2 to complete.
MOUNTING THE MONOLITHS
The boxed monoliths were kept frozen could be transf ered to the mounting cases, w of wood with glass fronts and were just larg to permit the metal boxes to slip into them. if it was dry, was brought to nearly field capacity before it was slid, open side down mounting cases. After the transfer, the or surface again faced outwards.
The mounting cases were only 2 inches that an excess layer of soil could be removed front of the mount to expose a normal unco surface. With a moist soil, careful remov excess material resulted in the mount's sho natural structure and coloration of the soi in the field.
Breaking out the surface is best done with knife, using a prying motion from the si case; cutting or slicing away excess soil " puddles the exposed surface. When the exc rial had been removed to a level that perm glass front to be slid into place, the cases open and put into a quiet place until the thoroughly dry. Cabinetmaker's glue was th into all the major cracks of the specimen, into the case wherever the soil had shrunk a the sides. The glue treatment kept the mo moving into the box. After the glue had drie the soil was sprayed thoroughly several ti clear Dupont lacquer and allowed to dry. Th was thinned with two parts of Dupont thinn part of lacquer. This lacquer treatment gave the soil a moist appearance which brought out the co especially in the mottled specimens, and ren
